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Under the eyes of hundreds of dignitaries on Golden Harbor Island, the Destroyer slammed Levi
Garrison’s head with a punch!

“Puff!”

Blood spattered suddenly!

“No!”

He Qingxue showed a hideous expression.

“This…” The

gambling king was dumbfounded.

Kyushu Xuanzun was dumbfounded.

Golden Harbor Island is dumbfounded by its high ownership.
what’s going on?

Is the abused Levi Garrison?

That’s the number one in the big summer list! ! !

He was defeated?

You lost so badly?

He was beaten again!

There is nothing to fight back!

how can that be?

But everyone has to believe it even if they don’t believe it.

Because the facts are here!

All of them saw that Levi Garrison was abused!

This is Richard’s purpose!

At this time, he asked the Destroyer to cancel the wind wall that isolated the outside world, in order
to let the entire Golden Port Island see the fall of Levi Garrison!

So that the entire Erudia, let the whole world know that Levi Garrison was beaten to death alive! ! !

Richard is going to kill people!

Because they didn’t know the whole battle, the gambling king thought it was the destroyer in front of
him that wounded Levi Garrison like this.

How terrifying is he?

“Bang!”

Another punch, blood shot!

“Boom boom…”

After counting the punches in a row, Levi Garrison’s whole body was already soaked in blood.

Seeing everyone anxious!

Especially He Qingxue, who could not move and talk, had tears in her eyes.

She feels distressed!

She blames herself!

If it weren’t for him, why did Levi come here!

The dignitaries of Golden Harbor Island were silent collectively.

I looked at the scenes in front of me incredulously…In the

far corner, a pair of eyes were watching everything silently.

Half fairy and half ghost!

He couldn’t see any expression on his ugly face, he just watched.

Levi Garrison suffered heavy blows continuously, and his breath was gone!

The destroyer is still beating cruelly!

“Kill him!!!”

Richard issued an order.

The air flow above the Destroyer’s right hand is dazzling, comparable to a magic weapon.

“boom ! “

He attacked with his right hand, and the terrifying power in his right hand seemed to penetrate Levi
Garrison with a sharp sword.

“A few more!” “

Richard is still worried.

“Boom!” ”

” Boom! “

…The

Destroyer used energy to penetrate Levi Garrison ten times in a row!

“Puff! “

Levi Garrison smashed to the ground heavily. There was

no breath, the breath of life was completely dissipated, and any physical energy was gone.

“No! ! ! “

” Do not! ! ! “

He Qingxue let out a heart-piercing roar in

her heart. She couldn’t accept all of this! The

number one on the top of the list fell?

This, this…

is too shocking!

The rich and powerful of Golden Harbor Island are immersed in a huge shock!

They cannot imagine The number one in the big summer list will be beaten to death!

How is this possible?

Everything seems to be a dream.

“Buzzing…”

Several unmanned aerial vehicles also flew to the scene and performed various scans on Levi
Garrison. Check.

To confirm whether Levi Garrison is dead!

“Confirm that he is dead! “

The features have stopped!” Death is unmistakable! “

…

The detection data from the aircraft confirms that Levi Garrison is dead.

“The Destroyer will check again!” ! ! ”

Richard was an extremely cautious person, especially when he dealt with Levi Garrison’s problem, he
was even more cautious to make people afraid.

He still didn’t worry and asked the destroyer to check again.

“Master, he is dead!”

said the Destroyer.

“Huh!”

Richard breathed a sigh of relief, his face already sweating profusely.

Both legs are unsteady.

The leaders of the East Island forces burst out cheers.

It shows how much Levi Garrison threatened them!

Dead, they can be so happy!

“Okay, destroy his body! Just withdraw!”

Richard also wanted the Destroyer to destroy Levi Garrison’s body.

“Understood!” The

beam energy appeared on the Destroyer’s hands, and the electric light was everywhere.

He wants to dissolve Levi Garrison and destroy his body. Now it is impossible for Levi Garrison to
resurrect.
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At this moment everyone’s hearts are hanging in their throats!

Everyone has difficulty breathing, almost suffocating.

The gambling king, Kyushu Xuanzun and He Qingxue are waiting for a miracle!

“It’s cruel! If you kill someone, you won’t even leave the body!”

They didn’t want to watch Levi Garrison’s body be destroyed.

Especially He Qingxue!
For her, it was a piercing pain!

I don’t know why, at this moment, even Richard is extremely nervous.

The legs were trembling, and the teeth were trembling.

Intuition told him that when Levi Garrison’s body was destroyed, there would be an accident!

But he had to see Levi Garrison’s body destroyed with his own eyes, so that he could prove that Levi
Garrison was dead.

Otherwise he would not believe it.

Can sleep and eat!

The beam of light on the Destroyer’s hands condensed and slowly stretched towards Levi Garrison.

“Shit!” The

light beam shone on Levi Garrison’s body, dissolving him bit by bit.

No miracle happened!

Levi Garrison did not resurrect and resist!

No one can save Levi Garrison!

His body was dissolved by the Destroyer…

“Puff!”

Richard sat down on the ground.

“Boom!”

The big rock hanging in his heart finally fell.

At this moment, his unprecedented emptiness!

As if life lost its direction all at once.

Everything is blank.

Since he was entrusted with the important task of the Lab of the Gods, he has always treated Levi
Garrison as the enemy of his life.

In other words, his goal in life is to deal with Erudia and kill Levi Garrison.

Now Levi Garrison is dead, but he is empty and lonely.

When the forces on the East Island saw Levi Garrison being dissolved, they shouted in exclamation
and danced in celebration.

No one is watching the real-time view of the video anymore.

At this moment, the real-time picture began to jump, and there were new changes…

but everyone was immersed in joy, no one went to watch the video anymore…

“Withdraw all drones!”

& Richard also withdrew the drone from here, and now all the video footage is gone.

No one knows the changes just now.

In the eyes of Richard and the others, Levi Garrison’s body was dissolved.

The possibility of resurrection is gone!

No matter how powerful the technique, no matter how advanced the technique is, it can’t do this.

In the field, under everyone’s eyes, the Destroyer abruptly dissolved Levi Garrison away.

There is not even a scum left in his body.

He Qingxue attacked her heart with blood, and fainted directly after a mouthful of blood spurted out.

The gambling king and Kyushu Xuanzun, all of them are desperate!

Don’t say the number one in the big summer list was defeated!

The body was dissolved directly!

awful!

It’s terrible!

This is also the shortest big summer list in history!

It was only a few days before it became a fall, and it fell!

Everyone on Golden Harbor Island was silent.

Everyone was in grief and despair…

“Impossible!”

After destroying the bodies of others, the Destroyer quickly left here.

From now on, the Destroyer will be famous in the world!

He killed Levi Garrison solo!

In fact, many masters killed it together, but Richard would not say it.

It would only be said that he alone killed Levi Garrison!

Even if He Qingxue saw it, it was useless.

No one believes it!

The feat of killing Levi Garrison is enough to make the Destroyer the top existence!

The destroyer left.

The gambling king looked at everything in front of him, and sighed: “Let’s go, go back! Take Qingxue
away! Everything is over!”

“Mr. Garrison still didn’t survive! What a pity! What a jealous talent! Ah!”

Kyushu Xuanzun sighed and left the scene.

Now, there is no one here.

Only a puddle of blood is left!

Levi Garrison was finally dissolved into a pool of blood!

After everyone left, half fairy and half ghost appeared.

The pool of blood on the ground suddenly disappeared… What’s

more terrifying is…
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Levi Garrison’s body unexpectedly reappeared again.

The blood stains disappeared and the corpse appeared.

If other people knew about this, they would be shocked to drop their chin.

how can that be?

Is everything you saw just now fake?

That’s right!

all fake!

Everything they saw was an illusion produced by half-fairies and half-ghosts using magic techniques to
disrupt everyone’s consciousness!

The scene where they saw Levi Garrison being dissolved is nothing but an illusion!
Not only passers-by are affected by the illusion, but also the destroyer.

He thought he was dissolving Levi Garrison’s corpse, but they were all fake, and they were all
hallucinations produced by his brain.

But his brain development is too strong and too strong.

If he can disturb his consciousness and produce hallucinations, he has to let the half-immortal and
half-ghost do all he can, take out the strongest magic technique, and use the greatest effort to deceive
him.

“Puff!” The

half fairy and half ghost walked staggering, and suddenly a mouthful of blood spurted out.

He almost fell!

It’s not difficult to fool others with a spell just now, but it’s too difficult and too difficult to fool the
Destroyer.

The half fairy and half ghost tried their best to disturb the consciousness of the destroyer, causing him
to hallucinate.

But in this way, it consumes too much of his own vitality.

This time, the half fairy and half ghost made him at least twenty or thirty years old by using spells.

His hair turned white at a speed visible to the naked eye… To

fool the Destroyer, he paid an extremely painful price.

“Fortunately, I lied!”

Half a fairy and half a ghost smiled.

In fact, the half fairy and half ghost only fooled the people present, but could not fool the cold
machine.

However, Richard and the others only looked at the front of the screen a little bit, and they didn’t look
at it again if they were sure that the Destroyer could dissolve Levi Garrison.

If they keep staring at the screen, they will find that there is none at all.

The Destroyer was deceived… The

half fairy and half ghost looked at Levi Garrison’s corpse and said: “Hey, you can’t save your life, you
can only save your corpse!”

It turns out that half fairy and half ghost also thought that Levi was about to die completely. !

Can’t save his life from the Destroyer, only his corpse Body.

Because from the very beginning when I saw Levi Garrison, half a fairy and half a ghost knew that he
could not escape today’s catastrophe.

In order not to involve himself, he left under the pretext.

“This is the price you paid for saving people! You rest in peace! I will save your wife!”

said the half fairy and half ghost.

Anyone who asks a half-immortal and half-ghost to take action will have to pay a price.

It turns out that Levi Garrison’s price is to sacrifice his life?

“Buy you well!” The

half fairy and half ghost muttered to himself as he looked at Levi Garrison’s corpse.

He was going to take Levi Garrison’s body away.

But at this moment, the expression of half immortal and half grimace changed.

“No, someone is coming!” The

half-immortal and half-ghost threw Levi Garrison’s body into the sea next to him, and then he also
disappeared.

The old guy, the half fairy and half ghost, consumes too much energy and can’t drag Levi Garrison’s
corpse away.

Once you have done it, you will be discovered by someone who comes to you.

After the half fairy and half ghost disappeared, several people appeared.

They were secret spies of Tiance Mansion, and came here as quickly as possible after receiving the
news of the accident.

When they came here, they looked around.

“Confirm that Levi Garrison is dead!”

After confirmation, the spies left.

After the spies left, the half fairy and half ghost reappeared.

Immediately rushed to the sea next to it.

He used spells to search for the location of Levi Garrison.

However, he was surprised to find that Levi Garrison’s body was missing.

“It shouldn’t be… it’s calm and the sea is calm, and the sea is not motionless! With such a short period
of time, it is impossible for him to drift far away!”

Half fairy and half ghost muttered to himself.

He dived into the sea again to search.

In a few hours, I searched the surrounding seas.

Did not see Levi Garrison’s body at all.

Levi Garrison’s body has disappeared…

even half a fairy and half a ghost felt incredible.

“No, he can’t be alive! Why did his body disappear?”

Half a fairy and half a ghost…
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Levi Garrison can’t live!

It was confirmed by Richard Destroyer and Half Immortal and Half Ghost again and again!

Now that Levi Garrison’s body disappeared, the only possibility is that Levi Garrison’s body was
salvaged by others.

“Hey! Just keep the corpse!”

Half fairy and half ghost left.

This past few hours.

It was as if a major earthquake occurred on Golden Harbor Island.

Almost all the owners are shocked, even ordinary people are shocked.

Levi Garrison, the number one on the big summer list, fell on Hong Kong Island!

Under the gaze of thousands of people, he was beaten to death and dissolved the body…

the influence of this matter is too great!

Let everyone be overwhelmed!

Not only that, but all parts of Erudia quickly learned about this!

Levi Garrison has fallen!

This news is like a bolt from the blue!

Exploded in every corner of Erudia!

The number one in the big summer list is dead, and the news is like a thunder.

unbelievable!

Tiance Mansion is dumbfounded!

The Baolong clan dumbfounded!

Messiah was even more dumbfounded!

After the seven evil gods and all the evil god forces knew about it, they were going crazy!

One by one went crazy to Golden Harbor Island!

Not only them, but also many people rushed to Golden Harbor Island like crazy!

They don’t believe it!

How could Levi Garrison die?

Even Levi Garrison’s secret team and the Western Heavenly King are going crazy!

They didn’t even know what happened suddenly.

In the past, Levi Garrison had a situation, it may be a conspiracy, and planned it with them in advance.

But this time, it happened too suddenly.

Does anyone know what the situation is?

Not even the Western Heavenly King who had been collecting information for Levi Garrison.

After receiving the news of Levi Garrison’s death, she was distraught!

The sky is falling!

The patron saint of Erudia, the king has fallen side by side!

Now his identity as the descendant of the Heretic God has been clearly explained.

Everyone knows that he is still the God of War of Erudia!

Especially after he became the number one in the summer list!

Countless people are excited!

& With him, you can continue to protect Erudia!

Together with Tiance Mansion, he was convinced…

He just smashed the enemy’s conspiracy and helped Erudia save his face!

Save Erudia in distress!

All the people of Erudia felt that hope had come again…

But within a few days, Levi Garrison actually fell.

Was beaten until no bones were left…

miserable!

Very miserable!

But the scene where Levi Garrison was killed was seen by thousands of people.

Not fake at all!

Levi Garrison is really dead!

After Wen Lei of Tiance Mansion got the news, it was almost thunderous.

She almost fainted.

There is blood overflowing from the corner of the mouth!

“What? He’s dead? How is this possible?”

Wen Lei didn’t believe it.

“Levi Garrison is dead? That’s great! No, who killed him? I should have killed him myself!”

Zoey was excited at first, then showed an angry look.

As soon as Levi Garrison was mentioned, her hatred value skyrocketed!

I’m complaining about who killed Levi Garrison, why didn’t she kill it herself!

Wen Lei resisted crying and told others: “Don’t tell Levilia , her grandma and Zhou Nanyan!”

The news of Levi Garrison’s fall spread all over the world!

It was Richard who took the initiative to stand up and be sure!

Levi Garrison was confirmed dead, and the body was dissolved!

There is no possibility of resurrection!

After getting the definitive news, Dong Dao was cheering, and Star Country was cheering.

The areas that were hostile to Levi Garrison were cheering.

They set off fireworks to celebrate!

They treat it as a holiday!

Levi Garrison is like a knife stuck in their hearts, it is difficult to sleep without pulling it out.

Now everything is over!

When Levi Garrison died, there was nothing more excited than War Eagle Nation!

Levi Garrison once brought them great shame!

Everyone has a grudge!

If Levi dies!

Cheers from the war eagle nation!

They even want to add this day as a holiday…

Richard and the Destroyer become the superheroes of the Eagle Nation!
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The Destroyer appeared in the eyes of the public for the first time!

Become the superhero of the Eagle Nation!

And the one who has benefited the most is Richard!

Because he planned to kill Levi Garrison, he received a generous reward!

Originally, he was just a spokesperson for the Lab of the Gods, and could only be counted as the lower
level.

But after killing Levi Garrison this time, he was directly promoted to the core layer of the Gods
Laboratory!

Has the right to enter and exit the major base laboratories of the Gods Laboratory, and can mobilize
90% of the equipment and personnel of the Gods Laboratory.

This made Richard almost exhilarated.

This means that he can access more core technologies, more mysterious secrets and mobilize more
powerful people.
You are no longer limited to destroyers!

Can mobilize existence stronger than Destroyer!

The Eagle Nation rewarded Richard with a lot of worldly things.

Such as power and wealth!

But Richard doesn’t catch a cold!

His goal is to become the core of the Lab of the Gods…

Double happiness!

Levi was dead, and his goal was achieved again.

“Thank you Levi Garrison! I thought I would never be the core of the Lab of the Gods in my life!”

Richard looked up and smiled.

Richard immediately started Xu Zhengjie’s transformation of the energy body experiment…

Then no one stopped.

The East Island forces are as excited as Richard!

If Levi Garrison is alive, he will always suppress the Dongdao Budo Realm, and it will even affect them.

As soon as Levi Garrison died, their plan could also be carried out…

After Levi Garrison died, some people mourned, some were crazy, some were excited, and some were
insulting.

Even more people get promoted and get rich!

This is a painful blow to Erudia!

During this time, how many enemy conspiracies he smashed!

At this time, Golden Harbor Island is about to be leveled!

I don’t know how many strong people have come here.

Looking for all clues.

Except for the traces of fighting, there was only a pool of blood on the scene.

Half a fairy and half a ghost deliberately manipulated it…

they couldn’t find anything.

& “Brothers, please remember the two names! Richard and the Destroyer! I swear I will make them
pay the painful price!”

Sword Evil God roared.

“Take revenge for the master!”

“Vengeance!!!” The

seven evil gods and the forces of evil gods shouted one after another.

“Also remember! Even though the master is no longer there, we must abide by everything the master
has taught!”

Sword Evil God ordered.

Levi Garrison not only conquered them with strength.

It even convinced them with charm.

“What? Levi is dying?”

Coincidentally, the Bible organization had just sent the eighteen dark angels to look for him.

Halfway there, news of Levi Garrison’s death came out.

They were also shocked.

“This kind of genius suitable for the biblical organization is gone?”

Everyone was surprised.

“Could everyone be deceived by Levi Garrison? He was not dead at all?”

The person who spoke was the strongest of the thirteen evil gods under Huoyun Cthulhu.

“According to the information we have checked, there have been several times that Levi Garrison
didn’t die! He deceived everyone!”

Underworld God said with certainty.

“It’s excusable that Levi Garrison didn’t die before, but this time Levi Garrison’s body was destroyed!
And it was Richard who stared at Levi Garrison’s death! Richard was cautious, everyone knows?”

Another After a dark angel came out with this theory.

Everyone was silent collectively.

This is indeed the case!

Richard and the Bible organization understand!

Others say it is dead, it may be fake.

But Richard said he was dead, it was absolutely true.

“Well, let’s go back!” The

Eighteen Dark Angels turned back halfway.

After a few days of silence, there was no news of Levi Garrison.

Half fairy and half ghost never found Levi Garrison’s body again.

There is also no clue in this regard.

He also gave up.

“I tried my best!”

…

But where did Levi Garrison’s body go?

